


Background

● June-December - School Board received concerns 
asserting a violation of our naming policy

● October-December - Administration provided 
historical resources for review by the board

● December - Board voted to change high school name 
based on naming policy

● December-January - Administration developed 
process for the name change for board review
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Timeline 3



Process: Adapted Decision-Making Framework 4



Parameters for the Process: 
Guiding Change Document (See Name Change Website)
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Naming Committee  
● 35 committee members with representatives from staff, 

parents/families, students, and alumni. 

● Committee members were selected to reflect a diversity of 
demographics, perspectives, school affiliation, and city of 
residence.

● Has reviewed community name suggestions and developed 
themes around those suggestions.

● Reviewed other resources and information to help with the 
name option development, such information about the history, 
topography and geography of the local area.

● Having thoughtful and respectful discussions, as a diverse group 
of stakeholders, and moved toward a set of name options to 
share with the broader community for feedback.
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Next Steps  

● Student/stakeholder feedback on name options 
between May 24 and June 11

■ Feedback Sessions

■ Survey (open until June 11)

● Week of June 14 - Naming Committee reviews 
feedback and refines options for Board consideration

● June 21 - Presentation to Board of Name Options and 
possible Board Action
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For Our Session Today

● You are here to provide feedback on the five names 
offered by the Name Committee:

■ Two Rivers High School

■ Hillside (Hill Side) High School

■ Mni Sota High School

■ West Heights High School

■ Ohoda High School
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For Our Session

● Your feedback today will focus on:
■ The strengths of each name

■ Your concerns about each name

■ Your suggestions to improve each name, or offer a new name for 
consideration

● We ask that you follow these norms:
■ Seek to understand each other through listening and respectful 

questions

■ Encourage/allow all group members to participate 

■ Be respectful of each other and each others’ differences

■ Avoid talking over each other
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Feedback in Small Groups
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